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Hot Vendors in Modern Content Management, 2017
Summary: The content needs of the enterprise are changing and
Modern Content Management platforms are emerging to respond
to these changes. Our 2017 Hot Vendors in Modern Content
Management are making a difference.

Topic: Content Management
Issue: Who are the Content Management
providers and how will they evolve?

Introduction
Legacy approaches to content are no longer working in the
enterprise. Digital Transformation demands that providers be
able to manage documents and video, and provide the ability
to automate document-related processes. This research note
identifies four Hot Vendors who are leading the charge into
Modern Content Management.
Defining Modern Content Management Platforms
Existing Enterprise Content Management (ECM) systems were
designed for storing and securing content for short or long
periods of time; they were not designed to provide the level of
insight or action needed in a digital era. ECM systems have
never been able to manage video seamlessly and are illequipped to make predictions based on the data that’s within
them. Providers of ECM generally can deal with complex
document ingestion, storage, and workflows and routing. But
not all ECM Providers are modernizing their offerings and
today, we are in an era of consolidation.
The lack of innovation from existing ECM providers is one of
the reasons we see Modern Content Management platforms
coming online. Moreover, the increasing demand for video
has often meant acquiring multiple content platforms, as few
tools exist that can manage text-based documents and
videos at the same time. Modern Content Management
platforms eliminate this, as they are equipped to manage,
automate, and provide insights around both types of content
(text and video). They combine the capabilities of traditional
ECM systems, Enterprise Video platforms, and Workflow and
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Content Automation capabilities to provide a platform that
can manage all essential forms of enterprise content.
Modern Content Management Platform Components
1. Enterprise Video and Visual Collaboration
The explosion of video content is due to mobile and other
forms of media sharing proliferating in many market sectors.
Users now have the tools to create, edit, and share content
quickly and with real-time functionality. Within enterprises,
Enterprise Video Platforms are now a necessity in order to
create and share content related to sales, recruiting,
marketing, and support.
Business users need to quickly find and manage webinars,
webcasts, and live video content in order to maximize the
efficiency of corporate communications, learning, marketing,
and customer support. They also require analytics capabilities
in order to inform content creators of the most effective
methods of video content, communications, and engagement.
We are entering an era when visual collaboration is becoming the
new normal. Immersive experiences can attract new buyers.
Digital Signage and Immersive 360 degree tours are now
becoming a standard part of the buying experience. One of our
Hot Vendors, ScrollMotion, is making it easy to have an immersive
content experience on a mobile device.
2. Video Enabled Business Applications
While the need to manage video is paramount, because many
enterprises are not yet at the maturity level to justify a full
Enterprise Video rollout, we are still in the era of Video
Enabling the business unit. Video Enabled Business
Applications (VEBAs) are the dominant way that an enterprise
can justify and deploy an Enterprise Video Platform.
The key VEBAs we see in the enterprise include:
•

Corporate Communications

•

Learning

•

Marketing
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•

Customer Support

•

Claims Processing

Figure 1: Enterprise Video Platforms support a number of Video Enabled Business
Applications (VEBAs).

One of the growing areas is in Claims Management. User
Generated content – such as pictures from accidents – can be
supplied to an Insurance Company to help to speed up the
claim process. The need to automate the image processing
part of the claim is one of the opportunities we see.
3. Document and Cloud Content Management
Modern Content Management Platforms can deal with both
Text Documents and Video in one instance – there is no need
for two different systems. They are optimized for the Cloud,
but can also do hybrid Cloud via a Containerized Service onPremises. ECM Vendors are best known for Document
Management, but they need to do more.
Many ECM vendors need to update their architecture in order
to deal with Video (one of the Hot Vendors mentioned in this
note, Nuxeo, already has these capabilities). Because of this,
enterprises have turned to Enterprise Video Platforms to
manage their video instead, in order to access refined search
and management capabilities applicable to video.
Eventually, Aragon feels that Digital Asset Management (DAM)
capabilities and Enterprise Video will converge into the
Modern Content Management Platform. For example,
Nuxeo’s platform is agnostic – its modern architecture means
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it can manage both documents and videos, something
existing ECM providers can only do with two products.
Enterprises that leverage video and interactive content deliver a
higher quality customer journey, whether it is from a Sales,
Marketing, or Customer Support perspective. The need to be able
to video enable a business process or to make a support
document interactive is what will make customers remember that
journey and make them want to do business with that enterprise
again in the future. Aragon believes that Digital Enterprises will put
video to work in nearly every business unit as demand for it
continues to grow, partially because it can speed up business
processes.
4. Workflow and Content Automation
Automating business processes is critical to enabling Digital
Transformation. Because Documents and Document
processes can have the highest impact on speeding up the
time to outcomes - or in many cases, time to revenue – they
should be prioritized when choosing which processes to
automate first. As such, Workflow and Content Automation
(WCA) is a critical component to the Modern Content
Management platform.

Note 1: Defining Workflow and Content
Automation
Workflow and Content Automation (WCA) is a
new category that combines workflow
capabilities
integrated
with
Intelligent
Document Generation to allow the creation of
smart document processes that can be easily
analyzed to know what is working well and
what needs improvement.
As a Business Application, WCA is designed
to be used by business people, and as such,
should require minimal to no programming.
WCA is poised to consolidate the legacy
technology markets of Business Process
Management and Customer Communications
Management, which were designed in an era
of programmers and manual integration. WCA
is a key part of a content-focused Digital
Business initiative.

Today, many companies still rely on unwieldy enterprise software
applications that are difficult to configure, maintain, and update as
business processes evolve. This results in organizations lacking
the ability to quickly execute and react in real-time. Operating an
agile business in our competitive era of Digital Transformation
requires a different approach. Two of our Hot Vendors, PandaDoc
and RhinoDox are emerging WCA providers.
WCA combines sophisticated workflow capabilities with
automated document generation and involves a number of key
departures from a traditional Business Process Management
(BPM) discipline. It is integral to the Modern Content Management
Platform.
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Hot Vendors in Modern Content, 2017
This research note is not intended to be a complete list of
vendors in the market being discussed. Rather, it highlights
vendors with interesting, cutting-edge products, services, or
technologies.
The 2017 Hot Vendors in Modern Content include:
•
•
•
•

Nuxeo
PandaDoc
RhinoDox
ScrollMotion
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Nuxeo

Note 2: Nuxeo at a Glance
Nuxeo is a Modern Content Management
Platform that makes it easy to automate both
document and video processes.
Location: New York, NY
CEO: Eric Barroca
Key Offerings: Nuxeo
Availability: Available now
Website: https://www.nuxeo.com/

Figure 2: Nuxeo makes it easy to manage video content.

Nuxeo, based in New York, offers a Modern Content
Management Platform that manages both documents and
video (see Figure 2 and Note 2). This combination of
documents and video means that enterprises will be able to
build new, modern content applications with Nuxeo.
What makes Nuxeo hot is its ability to natively manage both
documents and video in an all-in-one platform. The ability to
manage video at scale in particular means that enterprises will
be able to replace existing ECM apps and deploy new ones
ready for the modern video content era. Nuxeo’s use of
NoSQL, for metadata management, provides not just
unparalleled performance, it also provides enterprises with
flexibility to build and refine metadata models that cannot be
achieved with legacy ECM architectures.
Who Should Evaluate Nuxeo?
Enterprises looking for a Modern Content Management
Platform that is scalable and ready for the video era should
evaluate Nuxeo. The days of the legacy Content Management
platforms are winding down. While Nuxeo is well known in the
DAM market, enterprises should look at Nuxeo for all of their
mission-critical content applications.
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PandaDoc

Note 3: PandaDoc at a Glance
PandaDoc is a Workflow and Content
Automation platform that makes it easy to
automate traditional forms-based processes.
Location: San Francisco, CA
CEO: Mikita Mikado
Key Offerings: Software offerings: PandaDoc
Availability: Available now

Figure 3: PandaDoc offers both a desktop and mobile experience.

Website: https://www.pandadoc.com/

PandaDoc is a Workflow and Content Automation platform
that aims to help enterprises manage their flow of information
by making transactions more efficient. The platform enables
both simple and sophisticated document processes, ranging
from NDAs to sophisticated Contracts. Features include
eSignatures, data merge, and data driven feedback to build,
edit, execute, and track documents. PandaDoc also
integrates with the world’s leading CRMs, as well as ERP,
payment, cloud storage, and other systems.
What makes PandaDoc hot is the ease at which documents
can be created and put into production (See Figure 3 and
Note 3). Documents, including quotes, proposals, and cost
calculators, can be created quickly by non-programmers.
PandaDoc has also integrated payment methods with
documents so that immediately after a customer signs the
document, a payment can be executed. For further security,
access codes can be put on documents to monitor who is
viewing the document.
Who Should Evaluate PandaDoc?
Enterprises looking for a platform to automate documents
should evaluate PandaDoc. Enterprises that are mid-sized
and large will benefit from a full suite of offerings on the
PandaDoc platform.
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RhinoDox

Note 4: RhinoDox at a Glance
RhinoDox is a Modern Content Management
Platform that makes automating content
processes fast and easy. Advanced Content
Analytics helps to trigger actions that are tied to
critical business processes.
Location: Chicago, IL
CEO: Justin Ullman
Key Offerings: WorkLight
Availability: Available now

Figure 4: RhinoDox WorkLight Platform enables Workflow and Content
Automation.

Website: https://www.rhinodox.com/

RhinoDox, based in Chicago, features WorkLight, a Modern
Content Services Platform that focuses on advanced
Workflow, content enrichment and advanced discovery (see
Figure 4 and Note 4). RhinoDox has been winning deals by
helping clients automate content processes from legacy
forms as well as more advanced processes in the Insurance,
Financial, and Professional Services industries.
What makes RhinoDox hot is its placement of advanced
workflow capabilities alongside powerful search and content
enrichment capabilities. WorkLight sits on top of and has
deep integrations into platforms such as Salesforce, Oracle,
SAP, SQL, SharePoint, and others. This allows a single view
to search and automate processes extending functionality of
legacy systems as opposed to replacement of legacy
systems.
Traditionally, legacy content-enabled business applications
require knowledge workers to derive “context of meaning”
and determine what action to take. WorkLight can automate
complex decision making around “context of meaning” in
both structured and unstructured data like PDFs, Office, and
Excel documents.
Who Should Evaluate RhinoDox?
Enterprises looking to automate their content heavy business
processes should evaluate RhinoDox. Given the advanced
content enrichment it provides, RhinoDox is well suited for
use cases where content is being leveraged to drive revenue
generation and operationalize client-facing engagements.
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ScrollMotion

Note 5: ScrollMotion at a Glance
ScrollMotion makes it easy to create Interactive,
touch-enabled content that can be delivered on
an iPad. Interactive Content can accelerate time
to revenue, since it often replaces the act of
seeing or touching a product or service.
Location: New York, NY
CEO: Alan Braun
Key Offerings: Ingage
Availability: Available now
Website: https://www.scrollmotion.com

Figure 5: ScrollMotion makes it easy to create interactive content.

ScrollMotion, based in New York, provides Ingage, which
enables an interactive, touch-based content experience on an
iPad. Ingage is a SaaS Service that allows users to create
touch-enabled documents and presentations that keep
buyers engaged and informed. Ingage is ideal for customerfacing environments like eCommerce, Retail, Real Estate, and
Sales.
What makes ScrollMotion hot is the ease of creating a
complete interactive content experience that tells an
immersive story (see Figure 5 and Note 5). Pictures, video,
clip art, and 3D rendering are the visual components for the
creating of presentations, but text can be added to each
picture. ScrollMotion enables users to take 3D visual tours of
real estate or create time lapsed video with before-and-after
comparisons to give customers better insight into a product.
Who Should Evaluate ScrollMotion?
Enterprises who need to deliver an integrated visual
experience such as a tour or overview should evaluate
ScrollMotion. ScrollMotion lets users interact with a product
interactively on an Apple iPad so that potential clients get an
immersive introduction to new products.
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Aragon Advisory
•

Enterprises need to evaluate Modern Content
Management providers who can speed up overall
content-based business processes.

•

Enterprises should look to revamp their document
processes with a focus on automation.

•

Enterprises should recognize that video and interactive
content will be a primary medium for communication
and information sharing, and that will require a focus
on emerging providers, such as these Hot Vendors
and others.

Bottom Line
The Modern Content Management era is here. Text
Documents and Video Documents need to live side by side.
By enabling a fully digital end-to-end content process,
Modern Content Management providers can help the
enterprise move faster.
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